For solving generalized-Sylvester-type future matrix equation (GS-type FME) effectively, the continuous zeroing neural network (ZNN) model should be discretized by appropriate discretization formula. In this paper, theoretical upper bound of truncation errors of four-instant discretization formulas is presented, of which the upper bound is O(g 2 ). In addition, an inspirational method to decrease the truncation error of general discretization formula is proposed and analysed. Specifically, first of all, on the basis of Taylor expansion, different four-instant discretization formulas are presented by exploiting the higherorder derivative elimination (HODE) methods, which include second-order derivative elimination (SODE) method, third-order derivative elimination (TODE) method and fourth-order derivative elimination (FODE) method. Then, the theoretical upper bound of truncation errors of these discretization formulas is presented, investigated and analysed with the theoretical analyses provided. Secondly, by analyzing the parameter of general discretization formula, we propose and analyse an inspirational method to decrease the truncation error of general discretization formula. Thirdly, by exploiting the general discretization formula to discretize continuous ZNN model for solving GS-type FME, general discrete ZNN model is presented. Finally, an illustrative numerical experiment is presented to substantiate the effectiveness of theoretical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, matrix equation solving problem, which is one of fundamental and significant problems in some science and engineering areas, e.g., control system design [1] , [2] , robotics [3] , [4] and image-processing [5] , has been investigated by many researchers. Generalized-Sylvester-type matrix equation is a representative and important problem among matrix equations [6] , which has been widely and deeply investigated [7] , [8] . However, many traditional methods proposed by some previous researchers The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giovanni Angiulli . are time-invariant, which can not satisfy the strict requirement of real-time computation in the process of problemsolution [9] , [10] . The newest researches about various time-variant problems have attracted lots of attention, such as linear or nonlinear equations and inequalities solving [11] - [14] , time-variant matrix inversion and optimization problems [15] , [16] .
Recently, with the in-depth researches of neural networks, various methods based on recurrent neural network (RNN) have been developed and investigated [17] - [20] , which have been regarded as a powerful alternative for solving matrix equations [21] - [23] . Zeroing neural network (or termed, Zhang neural network, ZNN), which is a special class of RNN, has been proposed by Zhang et al. to solve time-variant problems [24] - [28] . By effectively discretizing continuous ZNN model, the obtained model is capable of predicting the future state before next time instant arrives, which makes ZNN perform better than other methods in strictly real-time computation [29] .
In this paper, the performance of four-instant discretization formula is presented and analysed. First of all, by exploiting the higher-order derivative elimination (HODE) methods, including fourth-order derivative elimination (FODE) method, third-order derivative elimination (TODE) method and second-order derivative elimination (SODE) method, different four-instant discretization formulas are presented and analysed. We prove that the terms of the fourth-order derivative can not be eliminated by the FODE method. As inspired by the previous research [31] , based on the TODE method, a four-instant discretization formula is obtained and its 0-stability and convergence are presented. Besides, a series of four-instant discretization formulas obtained via the SODE method have been investigated by previous researchers [29] . Therefore, based on the above analyses on different discretization formulas, the theoretical upper bound of their truncation errors is proposed. Secondly, the truncation error of general discretization formula is analysed and a method to decrease the truncation error is proposed. Thirdly, based on the above analyses, for solving generalized-Sylvestertype future matrix equation (GS-type FME), we propose a general discrete ZNN model. Finally, a numerical experiment substantiates the effectiveness of above theoretical results.
The remainder of this paper is organized into four sections. In section II, by analyzing different discretization formulas via the techniques of derivative elimination, the theoretical upper bound of the truncation errors of four-instant discretization formulas is thus proposed. In addition, the truncation error of general discretization formula is analysed at the aim of decreasing the error. In section III, for solving GS-type FME, we propose a general discrete ZNN model. Section IV presents a numerical experiment to substantiate the theoretical results. Section V concludes this paper with final remarks. The main contributions of this paper are pointed out as follows. 1) In this paper, theoretical upper bound of truncation errors of four-instant discretization formulas is presented and analysed. It is worth mentioning that it is the first time to propose such a theoretical upper bound. 2) An inspirational method to decrease truncation error of general discretization formula is proposed mathematically. 3) General discretization formula is applied to discretize continuous ZNN model for solving GS-type FME. Theoretical results present the facts that the presented general discrete ZNN model converges with the order of its truncation error being O(g 3 ) with the effective domain of parameter a being a ∈ (−∞, −1) ∪ (1/3, +∞). 4) An illustrative numerical experiment further substantiates the effectiveness of above theoretical results.
II. FOUR-INSTANT DISCRETIZATION FORMULAS
In this section, a series of theoretical analyses of four-instant discretization formulas are proposed.
A. THEORETICAL UPPER BOUND
In this subsection, different four-instant discretization formulas are presented via the higher-order derivative elimination (HODE) methods, and then, by discussing their 0-stability and convergence, the theoretical upper bound of the truncation errors of four-instant discretization formulas is thus obtained. Such a theoretical upper bound is O(g 2 ) and is guaranteed by the following two theorems and a lemma, where g > 0 denotes the sampling gap. Theorem 1: In the process of deriving four-instant discretization formula, the terms of fourth-order derivative can not be eliminated by the FODE method.
Proof: Let u k+i denote u ((k + i)g), on the basis of Taylor expansion [35] , we can obtain the following equation:
whereu(kg), u (2) (kg), u (3) (kg) and u (4) (ξ 1 ) denote the firstorder, second-order, third-order and fourth-order derivatives respectively and ξ 1 lies in (kg, (k + 1)g), and symbol ''!'' denotes the factorial operator. Similarly, the following two equations can be also obtained:
and
with ξ 2 lying in ((k − 1)g, kg)), and ξ 3 lying in ((k −2)g, kg)).
In the process of deriving four-instant discretization formula, to eliminate the terms of the fourth-order derivative, let (1) multiply η 1 , let (2) multiply η 2 and let (3) multiply η 3 , where η 1 , η 2 and η 3 denote arbitrary constants and they are not equal to 0. Then we can obtain the following homogeneous linear equations:
The coefficient determinant of these homogeneous linear equations can be written as
According to the inference of Cramer's Rule [30] , these homogeneous linear equations have only zero solution. Therefore, FODE method is infeasible, i.e., the terms of the fourth-order derivative can not be eliminated by FODE method. Based on the above analyses, the proof is thus completed. Theorem 2: In the process of deriving four-instant discretization formula, the terms of third-order derivative can be eliminated by the TODE method. However, the ZNN model discretized by such four-instant discretization formula is not convergent.
Proof: To eliminate the terms of the third-order derivative, let (1) multiply 2κ, let (2) multiply −6κ and let (3) multiply κ, where κ denotes an arbitrary constant and κ = 0, then add together these results and the following equation is thus obtained:
Noting that κ is not equal to 0, let (4) divided by κ, then we havė
which can be rewritten aṡ
According to the Result 1 of Appendix A, we have the following characteristic polynomial of the ZNN model [31] discretized by above formula as
It can be obtained that the roots of F(λ) = 0 are −2.6861, 1 and 0.1861. Evidently, −2.6861 is beyond the unit circle. Then, this model is not 0-stable. Therefore, according to the theoretical results of the Appendix A, this model is not convergent. Based on above analyses, the proof is thus completed. Remark 1: Let (1) multiply p, let (2) multiply q and let (3) multiply r, where p, q and r denote arbitrary constants and they are not equal to 0. Then add together these results, and we obtain the following equation:
Then according to the Result 1 of Appendix A, we can obtain
where F(λ) denotes the characteristic polynomial of the ZNN model discretized by (5) . Evidently, if λ = 1, we have p[F(1)] = p−(p+q+r)+q+r = 0. Thus, the characteristic equation must have a root 1. In addition, parameter p is defined as 2κ, parameter q is defined as −6κ, and parameter r is defined as κ, then the following formula is obtained:
which is exactly the above formula (4) we obtained before. Lemma 1: In the process of deriving four-instant discretization formula, the terms of second-order derivative can be eliminated by the SODE method. The four-instant discretization formula obtained via the SODE method has the truncation error of O(g 2 ). The ZNN model discretized by such formula is convergent with the effective domain of parameter a being a ∈ (−∞, −1) ∪ (1/3, +∞) [29] .
Then, the general four-instant discretization formula is defined aṡ
with O(g 2 ) absorbing the terms:
. Based on the above Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, we can obtain that the theoretical upper bound of the truncation errors of four-instant discretization formulas is O(g 2 ).
B. ERROR ANALYSES
Let ε denote the truncation error of (6), and we have To analyse the truncation error of (6), let
which can be written as
and then we have:
whereḃ denotes the first derivative of b. Noting thatḃ < 0 for a < −1 andḃ < 0 for a > 1/3, thus, b monotonically decreases for a < −1 and monotonically decreases for a > 1/3. The visual relationship between parameter a and parameter b is presented in Fig. 1 . Remark 2: By analyzing formula (7) , the following equations can be easily obtained:
According to the monotonicity of b and Fig. 1 given above, when a ∈ (−∞, −1), the value of b is evidently smaller than a ∈ (1/3, +∞). Noting that m is a positive constant, thus, the monotonicity of |(1 + 3a)/(3(3a − 1))| g 2 m + O(g 3 ) is the same as b. It means that, with the value of parameter a approaching to −1, the truncation error of four-instant discretization formula decreases. In summary, the method to decrease the truncation error of four-instant discretization formula is proposed.
III. GENERAL MODEL FOR SOLVING GS-TYPE FME
In this section, for solving generalized-Sylvester-type future matrix equation (GS-type FME), the general four-instant discretization formula (6) is applied to discretize ZNN model.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The GS-type FME is formulated as :
which will be solved at computational time interval
∈ R n×n and E k+1 ∈ R m×n are defined to be generated from the smoothly continuousform of time-variant matrices A(t) ∈ R m×m , B(t) ∈ R n×n , C(t) ∈ R m×m , D(t) ∈ R n×n and E(t) ∈ R m×n by sampling at time instant t = (k + 1)g (termed t k+1 ), respectively; g > 0 denotes the sampling gap; k = 0, 1, 2, · · · denotes the updating index. Remark 3: In this paper, we aim to solve future problem (i.e., obtain the future solution X k+1 before the time instant t k+1 arrives), thus the methods or models should satisfy the requirement of real-time computation. To guarantee the effectiveness of computational results, the computational time for each updating should be smaller than the sampling gap.
B. GENERAL DISCRETE ZNN MODEL
In this subsection, as inspired by the previous research [29] , the general four-instant discretization formula (6) is exploited to discretize the continuous ZNN model in Appendix B, and the general discrete ZNN model can be obtained as follows:
where h = gγ and symbol O(g 3 ) denotes a vector with every element being O(g 3 ). On the basis of theoretical results [29] , [33] , [34] , the convergence of general discrete ZNN model (9) is guaranteed by the following theorems. Theorem 3: The general discrete ZNN model (9) is 0-stable with a ∈ (−∞, −1) ∪ (1/3, +∞).
Proof: According to the Result 1 of Appendix A, the following characteristic polynomial of general discrete ZNN model (9) can be obtained as
Let F(λ) = 0, and three roots exist, i.e.,
To guarantee the 0-stability, according to the Result 1 in the Appendix A, let |λ 2 | < 1 and |λ 3 | < 1, where |·| denotes modular arithmetic, and then we can obtain that a ∈ (−∞, −1) ∪ (1/3, +∞). Based on above analyses, the proof is thus completed. Theorem 4: The general discrete ZNN model (9) is consistent and convergent, which converges with the order of its truncation error being O(g 3 ).
Proof: We have the following general four-instant discretization formula presented in Lemma 1 aṡ
By applying above formula to discretize the continuous ZNN model, we obtain
Evidently, the truncation error of general discrete ZNN model (9) is O(g 3 ). Therefore, the general discrete ZNN model (9) is consistent of order 3. As presented in Appendix A, according to Result 2 and Result 3, the general discrete ZNN model (9) is 0-stable and consistent, which converges with the order of its truncation error being O(g 3 ). Based on the above analyses, the proof is thus completed. Theorem 5: The maximal steady-state residual error M k+1 x k+1 − e k+1 2 of the general discrete ZNN model (9) is of order O(g 3 ), where · 2 denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector.
Proof: Let x * k+1 denote the vectorization of X * k+1 , which is a theoretical solution of general discrete ZNN model (9) . Thus, we know that M k+1 x * k+1 − e k+1 = 0. In addition, we have x k+1 = x * k+1 +O(g 3 ) with k large enough. Therefore, we have lim sup
where · F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. Thus, we have that the maximal steady-state residual error of the general discrete ZNN model (9) is of order O(g 3 ). Based on the above analyses, the proof is thus completed.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
In this section, a numerical experiment is presented to substantiate the effectiveness of the general discrete ZNN model (9) for solving the GS-type FME (8) .
Specifically, let us consider the following GS-type FME with X k+1 to be computed at each computational time interval [t k , t k+1 ) ⊆ [t 0 , 20]: with
−(1/2) cos(2t k ) (1/2) sin(2t k ) and
By exploiting the general discrete ZNN model (9) for solving above GS-type FME described in (10), the numerical experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . Such experiments are conducted via MATLAB R2018b on a work station with an Intel Core i7-9700 @3.00 GHz CPU, 24-GB memory, and Windows 10 operating system. As seen from Fig. 2(a) , starting from 10 randomly-generated initial states, the state trajectories of X k are time-variant. Besides, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the residual errors of the general discrete ZNN model (9) always converge to near 0 as well.
Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows the characteristics of residual errors of the general discrete ZNN model (9) . As shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) , starting from x 0 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] T , the maximal steady-state residual error of general discrete ZNN model (9) changes in the manner of O(g 3 ), i.e., the residual error of (9) reduces by 1000 times when the value of sampling gap g decreases by 10 times. Besides, when a ∈ (−∞, −1), the values of residual errors of general discrete ZNN model are significantly smaller than those of general discrete ZNN model with a ∈ (1/3, +∞). When the value of parameter a approaches to −1, the value of the residual error of the general discrete ZNN model (9) becomes smaller. This result coincides with the theoretical results of the preceding section II, which has substantiated the effectiveness of theoretical results well.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, theoretical upper bound of truncation errors of four-instant discretization formulas has been presented, of which the upper bound is O(g 2 ). Then, an inspirational method to decrease truncation error of general discretization formula has been proposed and analysed. In addition, by exploiting the general discretization formula, general discrete ZNN model for solving GS-type FME has been presented and analysed, which converges with the order of its truncation error being O(g 3 ) with the effective domain of parameter a being a ∈ (−∞, −1) ∪ (1/3, +∞). Finally, an illustrative numerical experiment has further substantiated the effectiveness of above theoretical results. It is worth mentioning that such a series of researches about the four-instant discretization formula are important, which are breakthroughs in the research front of discretization formula. In the future research work, we will mainly focus on investigating the theoretical upper bound of truncation errors of other formulas, e.g., five-instant discretization formulas. In addition, as a series of significative future research directions, more comparisons between the discrete ZNN model and the other related methods are also meaningful and worthwhile.
APPENDIX A
Previous works presented the following four results for an N -step method [33] , [34] .
Result 1: An N -step method N j=0 α j σ k+j = g N j=0 β j δ k+j can be checked for 0-stability by determining the roots of its characteristic polynomial F(λ) = N j=0 α j λ j . If all roots of F(λ) = 0 satisfy |λ| ≤ 1 with |λ| = 1 being simple, then the N -step method is 0-stable (i.e., has 0-stability).
Result 2: An N -step method is said to be consistent (i.e., has consistency) of order p if the truncation error for the exact solution is of order O(g p+1 ) where p > 0.
Result 3: An N -step method is convergent, i.e., σ [t/g] → σ * (t), for all t ∈ [0, t f ], as g → 0, if and only if the method is 0-stable and consistent. That is, 0-stability plus consistency means convergence, which is also known as Dahlquist equivalence theorem.
Result 4: A 0-stable consistent method converges with the order of its truncation error.
APPENDIX B
For solving GS-type FME (8), the following corresponding continuous-form of (8) can be written as
∈ R n×n and E(t) ∈ R m×n denote continuous-form of time-variant matrices. Therefore, the time-variant zeroing error function of (11) can be defined as
Based on ZNN design formula [32] , the following equation is obtained:
where γ > 0 denotes a positive parameter used to scale the convergence rate. The value of parameter γ should be set large enough if the hardware would permit or we should select an appropriate value for the simulation process [23] . Inspired by Kronecker product and vectorization techniques [30] , we have the following equation
− D T (t) ⊗Ċ(t) +Ḋ T (t) ⊗ C(t) vec(X (t)) + vec(Ė(t)) + γ vec(E(t)) with symbol ⊗ denoting the Kronecker product, superscript T denoting the transpose of a matrix and the operator vec(·) generating a column vector, i.e., stack all column vectors of matrix together. Thus, we further have M (t)vec(Ẋ (t)) = −γ (M (t)vec(X (t)) − vec(E(t))) −Ṁ (t)vec(X (t)) + vec(Ė(t)), (13) where time-variant matrices M (t) ∈ R mn×mn andṀ (t) ∈ R mn×mn are defined as
In addition, in this paper, we use x(t),ẋ(t), e(t) andė(t) to denote vec(X (t)), vec(Ẋ (t)), vec(E(t)) and vec(Ė(t)), respectively. To guarantee that the solution set exists, guided by [30] , the time-variant matrix M (t) can be seen as full-rank in this paper, and equation (13) can be rewritten aṡ x(t) = −γ M −1 (t) (M (t)x(t) − e(t))
− M −1 (t)(Ṁ (t)x(t) −ė(t)),
where M −1 (t) denotes the inverse of M (t). Note that above equation is a continuous ZNN model. 
